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psychologists, while others behave as though a child is
polluted who shows interest, and almost untouchable if
he has sexual practices. This attitude seems to me calami-
tous, for as soon as one type of child finds that he can in
any way shock his elders he gets a feeling of power, and
though the punishment for the act may be so heavy that
he will not risk being found out, he will practise secretly
masturbation or exhibitionism or whatever form it takes,
and will as likely as not give other children the habit.
Most children grow out of such habits if there is no fuss
made about them and if their life is full and active. The
physical dangers of masturbation, for example, can be
grossly exaggerated; a child's desire to undress in public
will fade away if no one finds it especially interesting.
Thus in one very poor school where a teacher found the
children undressing in a cloak-room, the suggestion that
it was a cold job and that it would be better fun to see
how many people they could represent by dressing up led
to a rush to the property box. In another school where a
harassed teacher, much to her regret, said impatiently to
a set of children e I won't have this ' and locked the cloak-
room, the habit did not die out. Indeed, the most difficult
child of the group, who was attending a psychological
clinic, on being asked what he liked doing most at school
said * undressing in the cloak-room * and gave as his reason
that his teacher disliked it.
The harm that is done before children come to school
is often great, but teachers can help a child in his difficulties
only when they can free themselves from acting as if any
interest in procreation or birth was unnatural or even sinful,
A great many people believe that if children are brought
up naturally with pets to look after they will acquire a
knowledge of the facts of birth easily or happily, It does
not necessarily follow, for boys brought tip on a farm can
be as foul-mouthed over the sexual life of adults as the
most ignorant Cockney, and the child in the one-room

